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1. Update on items since October CELA BoD report 
a. Diversity and inclusion 
b. Editorial qualifications and expectations 
c. Society-owned journal publishers and article processing charges 

2. Introduce a scenario for an open-access Landscape Journal 
 

1a. 
Diversity and inclusion have been reviewed and summarized from CELA’s statement (including 
the joint statement with ASLA, CLARB, LAAB). The task force identified seven approaches to 
diversity and inclusion that are derived from academic publishers and articles. All approaches 
are relevant, with two of them notable because they have been repeated in visioning the future 
of LJ: mentoring and accessibility. These approaches apply to editorial structure, reviewers, 
authors, and readers. 
These approaches will be incorporated into documentation as part of LJ’s future. In particular, 
mentoring may require the support of CELA to ensure that a newly-envisioned LJ gets a strong 
start. 
 

1b. 
The task force has drafted descriptions, qualifications, and responsibilities for the editorial 
hierarchy of LJ. These include expectations of engagement and service, and will be revised and 
included in updated terms of reference and publication agreements. Notably in these 
descriptions is an attempt to balance social science and humanities with natural sciences within 
the scope of LJ roles. 
The task force is not yet nominating potential EIC(s), but is beginning to compare descriptions 
and expectations to possible EIC(s). 
 

1c. 
Other society-owned journals and their distribution models and article processing charges have 
been reviewed by the task force. LJ has a newly-available “gold” open access option, with 
article processing charges from $1900-2400, effectively making LJ a hybrid journal. We have 
reviewed article processing charges for other journals and found a cluster of APCs around 
$3,000 (U Wisc Press has noted that their APC is soon to increase to about this level). Society-
owned journals offer APC discounts to their members. There are examples of full OA journals 
that are society-related. 
 

2. 
The task force is pursuing the potential to transition LJ to full OA. This was advised in the memo 
provided by Joan Nassauer (June 16), is future-looking, increases readership, citations, and 
inclusivity, and responds to the increasing expectation of funders and universities. 
A scenario for flipping LJ to OA includes calculations to meet CELA revenue expectations, cover 
LJ operating expenses, and replace online royalties. If CELA member dues increased by 
approximately 1 current LJ article processing charge, this makes the flip plausible. This change 
would waive APCs for all CELA members as a membership value. 
The task force is considering additional scenarios (different publishers, distribution models, 
staggered APCs). 


